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Customer usage profiles are the most unknown influences in vehicle design targets and they
play an important role in durability analysis. This publication presents a customer load acquis-
ition system for two-wheeled vehicles that utilises the vehicle’s onboard signals. A road slope
estimator was developed to reveal the unknown slope resistance force with the help of a lin-
ear Kalman filter. Furthermore, an automated mass estimator was developed to consider the
correct vehicle loading. The mass estimation is performed by an extended Kalman filter. Fi-
nally, a model-based wheel force calculation was derived, which is based on the superposition of
forces calculated from measured onboard signals. The calculated wheel forces were validated by
measurements with wheel–load transducers through the comparison of rainflow matrices. The
calculated wheel forces correspond with the measured wheel forces in terms of both quality and
quantity. The proposed methods can be used to gather field data for improved vehicle design
loads.

Keywords: Customer loads, motorcycle dynamics, road slope estimation, mass estimation, load
acquisition, Kalman filter

1 Introduction

Two-wheeled vehicles are characterised by diverse application possibilities, given that
motorcycles have changed from means of transportation to general purpose vehicles, at
least in the modern world. Scooters and small-sized motorcycles remain the first choice
for personal mobility in urban traffic, whereas more specific vehicle segments such as En-
duro, Sport, Cross, Tour, Roadster and Cruiser exist for individual purposes. Since mass
reduction and lightweight design play an important role in vehicle engineering, the com-
ponents are optimised to their individual design targets. Consequently, every product
segment needs its own requirements regarding durability and operating strength. Fur-
thermore, different markets with varying regional demands influence product design [1].
The most unknown influences to determine vehicle design targets are customer usage
profiles. Detailed knowledge of customer usage profiles improves design loads and ulti-
mately the vehicle development process. Customer usage profiles describe the unknown
distribution comprising wheel forces, vehicle loading, road profile characteristics, engine
loads, brake events, and special events. In this paper, customer loads are defined as
wheel forces and vehicle loading. Knowledge about the vehicle loading is particularly
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Figure 1 – Distribution of customer loads, survey sampling, and structural strength.

important for two-wheeled vehicles and has a strong impact on the customer loads, given
that the vehicle’s empty weight is low in comparison to the additional loading comprising
the driver, passenger, and luggage weight.

At present, a common method to obtain field data is survey sampling, where a cer-
tain number of test vehicles are equipped with additional measurement devices to per-
form a measurement campaign with selected or randomly chosen customers. However,
survey sampling cannot reveal the complete probability distribution of customer loads.
Moreover, it is expensive due to the additional equipment costs. Figure 1 illustrates
the broad probability density function of customer loads in comparison to the structural
strength of the components and the narrow distribution of survey samplings. To reveal
the entire distribution of customer loads, every customer would have to be evaluated. Jo-
hannesson and Speckert [1] highlight that there are two scales when discussing customer
loads: on the small scale the profile of a specific customer needs to be evaluated; while
on the large scale, the problem is to identify the severity of a population of customers.
The final vehicle design loads involve combining survey sampling, measurements on test
tracks, and experience from previous product designs.

The number of onboard sensors rises due to the increased functions of motorcycles,
such as an anti-lock braking system (ABS), dynamic traction control (DTC), or curve
assistant. Hence, the main approach of this study is to gather information from every
customer with the help of these onboard signals. Onboard signals are defined as signals
that can be accessed by the vehicle’s Controller Area Network (CAN) bus and are part of
every production vehicle. This type of field data collection can be classified as a model-
based online monitoring system with integrated counting of durability-related values.
Online implies that the customer loads are estimated while the vehicle is in use, meaning
that there is no long-term logging of the signals. Several of these systems have already
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Figure 2 – Test motorcycle with the global reference coordinate system c⃝BMW AG.

been published in vehicle engineering. Müller [2] simulated operative stresses on critical
parts of commercial vehicles within a multi-body system model in real time. She has
used measured acceleration data as input for the simulation and counted the resultant
stresses online with the help of the rainflow counting method. In contrast to Müller,
Matz [3] directly calculated the wheel forces of passenger cars and then translated these
forces acting on components with kinematic transfer functions. His approach also has
used onboard signals as inputs. Karlsson [4] has presented different methods to model
loads for customer usage profiles with the help of road classification.

In contrast to specific application-driven publications, the main contribution of this
study is to develop a holistic approach to collect customer loads with onboard signals of
two-wheeled vehicles. There is neither the ambition to realise a real-time control system
nor to intervene vehicle dynamics. Therefore, no specific hardware requirements will be
discussed. This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the reference motorcycle
with measurement equipment and analyses previously measured wheel forces which serve
as reference values. Section 3 derives the algorithms for road slope estimation, mass
estimation, and the calculation of wheel forces. Section 4 discusses and compares the
results from simulation to their reference measurements to validate the method. Finally,
Section 5 provides a summary and conclusion about the developed methods.

2 Experimental set-up and data analysis

A motorcycle with data-logging devices was prepared for experimental tests and valida-
tion of the algorithms. Onboard signals were logged during pre-defined tracks for offline
simulation of vehicle dynamics. Figure 2 shows the test and reference motorcycle (BMW
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R1200GS) together with the global reference coordinate system. The reference frame
will not rotate around the roll axes during banking of the motorcycle, which means that
it is aligned with the road plane. When the motorcycle is upright, it coincides with
the vehicle’s coordinate system. The test motorcycle has the following onboard signals
available, which are required for the developed algorithms:

• 5 DOF Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to measure

– Acceleration in X, Y , and Z in the vehicle coordinate system.

– Angular velocity around X (roll) and Z (yaw) in the vehicle coordinate system.

• wheel velocities,
• brake pressures,
• spring deflections,
• model-based signals (e.g. engine torque and roll angle).

These signals were logged through the CAN bus. Additionally, the vehicle was equipped
with a Global Positioning System (GPS) logging device, which provides information
about the position and the altitude for later validation.

Wheel forces were measured with wheel–load transducers [5] during previous measure-
ment campaigns. These forces were used for data analysis and validation of the wheel
force calculation. Figure 3 shows a generic amplitude spectrum of vertical wheel forces.
The amplitude spectrum can be divided into two domains: the first domain contains
driver-induced forces and low-frequency path excitation from road undulations; and the
second domain contains track-induced forces from stochastic road excitation. These two
domains are separated by the crossover frequency fc. It is well known that these two
domains belong to the different modes of the motorcycle [6]. The first domain contains
bounce and pitch mode of the sprung mass, while the second domain contains wheel hop
modes of unsprung masses. Driver-induced forces are defined as forces directly dedicated
to driver manoeuvres, such as accelerating, braking, and cornering. The main aspect of
this analysis is to highlight the crossover frequency fc, which is used to set up the filter
frequency for the wheel force calculation, see Section 3.4.

The logged signals from the previous measurement campaigns were used in a Simulink R⃝

model to simulate vehicle dynamics and validate the developed algorithms. The discrete
model uses the same time step size as the vehicle’s onboard time step size. This in
principle enables an online application of the developed algorithms. It is not part of
the present study to evaluate specific hardware requirements for implementation of the
methods into existing or new production vehicles.
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Figure 3 – Amplitude spectrum of vertical wheel forces.

3 Methods

The wheel force calculation requires all resistance forces that act on the motorcycle.
Therefore, two unknown resistance forces had to be determined first: the slope resistance
force and the inertial force. A road slope estimator based on a linear Kalman filter
(KF) was developed, which estimates the current road slope angle. The total vehicle
mass comprises the motorcycle and the loading, including the driver, passenger, and
luggage weight. The estimation of the total vehicle mass was developed with the help
of an extended Kalman filter. The mass estimator requires the road slope angle and the
traction force as input signals. A stiff driveline model was used to calculate the traction
force from the internal engine torque. Once the vehicle mass and the road slope had been
determined, the wheel force calculation was feasible. The wheel forces were calculated
by a superposition of forces calculated from measured motions. Subsequently, the wheel
forces were counted with the rainflow method, which reduces the memory requirements
and enables a classification of the customer loads.

3.1 Road slope estimator

Estimation of the road slope is essential for the wheel force calculation, since road slope
can cause a major driving resistance force. Different methods for the estimation of road
slope have already been published. Boniolo et al. [7] utilised a 6-DOF IMU to describe
the state of the motorcycle with Euler angles. Moreover, they used an extended KF to
estimate the vehicle states. Since a 6-DOF IMU is not yet part of the onboard signals,
this method will not be adopted for the present work. Vahidi et al. [8] estimated the road
slope together with the mass of a heavy-duty vehicle using a recursive least-square estim-
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Figure 4 – Road slope estimation physics.

ation with forgetting factor. Lingman and Schmidtbauer [9] reported another example
for this type of slope estimation, while they used an extended KF. The aforementioned
methods use driving resistance forces and longitudinal dynamics for the estimation prob-
lem. This paper uses a similar approach described by Corno et al. [10], because it is more
suitable for the application to motorcycles. The idea is that the gravitational accelera-
tion is measured by the IMU in longitudinal direction while riding up- or downhill, see
Figure 4. Assuming a rigid motorcycle, the estimated pitch angle is the road slope angle
α. In contrast to the other methods, this approach makes the estimation of the road
slope independent from the mass estimation. The road slope angle can be calculated
directly with the help of the inertial acceleration ax and the vehicle acceleration v̇, which
is derived from the wheel velocities. Hence, the road slope angle α is given by

α = arcsin
ax − v̇

g
. (1)

Since the input signals are affected by noise from both measurement and differentiation,
a linear KF [11] was implemented to estimate the road slope. Many applications have
been realised with Kalman filtering, particularly in navigation problems, as well as vehicle
dynamics. Maybeck [12] describes the KF as a recursive data-processing algorithm that
minimises the error statistically [13]. To estimate the road slope with the linear KF,
the discrete linear difference equation needs to be derived. Therefore, the problem was
formulated in state-space representation. The state vector xs ∈ Ren comprises the
velocity v and Φ, as shown in Equation (2).

xs =

(
v

Φ

)
, Φ = sinα. (2)
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The subscript ‘s’ indicates that the state vector is formulated to estimate the slope.
The substitution of Φ = sinα leads to a linear formulation of the system, which is
essential to apply the linear KF. The measurement vector zs ∈ Rem is defined by the
measured velocity v, which can be derived from the rotational speed of the wheels and
is part of the onboard signals. Transformation of Equation (1) yields the state-space
representation of the problem, see Equation (3).

ẋs =

(
ax − gΦ

0

)
, zs = v. (3)

To apply the linear KF, the explicit discrete time-invariant formulation of the problem
must be derived. This is achieved by using the explicit Euler forward integration, whereby
s is the time step size:

xs|k =

(
vk

Φk

)
=

(
vk−1 + s[ax|k−1 − gΦk−1] + qs1|k−1

Φk−1 + qs2|k−1

)
. (4)

Process and measurement noise is represented by qs and rs, respectively. They are
assumed to be independent and uncorrelated with a normal white noise probability dis-
tribution [13]:

p(qs) ∼ N(0,Qs), (5)

p(rs) ∼ N(0,Rs). (6)

Qs is the process noise covariance matrix and Rs is the measurement noise covariance
matrix. Equation (4) is reformulated into the linear stochastic difference Equation (7)
with measurement Equation (8).

xs|k =

[
1 −sg

0 1

]
  

As

(
vk−1

Φk−1

)
  

xs|k−1

+

[
s

0

]

Bs

ax|k−1  
us|k−1

+

[
1 0

0 1

](
qs1|k−1

qs2|k−1

)
  

qs|k−1

, (7)

zs|k =
[
1 0

]
  

Hs

(
vk

Φk

)
  
xs|k

+rs|k. (8)
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The n×n linear system matrix As relates the state xs at the previous time step k− 1

to the state at the current time step k. The linear n × l input matrix Bs relates the
control input vector us ∈ Rel to the state xs, while the inertial acceleration ax is defined
as the control input. The linear m × n measurement matrix Hs relates the state xs to
the measurement zs.

In comparison to the direct computation, see Equation (1), this formulation does not
require a differentiation of the velocity v to obtain the road slope. The measurement noise
covariance matrix was estimated from previous measurements of the velocity v and was
thus set to Rs = 0.01. The system covariance matrix Qs was tuned empirically, which
is a standard practice in KF application. In contrast to the rigid motorcycle model,
a real motorcycle has a degree of freedom around the Y -axis (pitch). Therefore, an
on/off logic was implemented to restrict the pitch influence on the road slope estimation.
Since the test motorcycle has no pitch signal available, the longitudinal acceleration was
utilised to detect acceleration and brake events. Thus, the road slope estimation pauses
when a certain value of longitudinal acceleration is exceeded. Furthermore, the model
assumptions are only valid for motorcycles without steering action. The algorithm thus
also pauses when the measured angular yaw rate exceeds a certain value. To sum up,
the following restrictions were formulated for the road slope estimator:

• Absolute value of the angular yaw rate is lower than a given threshold.
• Absolute value of the longitudinal acceleration is lower than a given threshold.

When at least one condition is violated, the algorithm holds the road slope estimation
until the conditions are true again. In the meantime, the last valid value of the road
slope is delivered for the mass estimator and the wheel force calculation. Please note
that these limitations are only valid for the road slope estimator. They are independent
of the mass estimator and the wheel force calculation.

3.2 Driveline model

The mass estimation and the wheel force calculation require the traction force FT. Thus,
the traction force was derived from the rotational equations of motion from both the
driveline and the rear-wheel dynamics, as illustrated in Figure 5. The engine torque Te is
provided by the engine electronic control unit (ECU). It is calculated by the engine speed
and the throttle position. The engine torque already considers the necessary amount of
slip to accelerate the vehicle, because the engine torque is adapted to the current road
conditions due to the DTC. The driveline is assumed to be stiff, whereby driveline oscil-
lation and torsional effects are neglected. The transmission torque Tt can be calculated
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Figure 5 – Model of the driveline dynamics.

by subtracting the rotational inertia of the engine components Ie from the engine torque
Te, as shown in Equation (9).

Tt = Te − Ieω̇e, (9)

Tf = (Tt − Itω̇e)it, (10)

Tw = (Tf − Ifω̇f)if. (11)

The final drive torque Tf can be calculated by subtracting the inertial losses of the
transmission parts It from the transmission torque Tt. Furthermore, it is amplified by
the gear ratio it, see Equation (10). The wheel torque Tw is derived from the final
drive torque Tf reduced by the inertial losses of the cardan drive and the differential
If. Furthermore, it is amplified by the fixed final drive ratio if, see Equation (11). The
traction force FT can be derived from the rotational equation of motion of the rear wheel,
see Equation (12), where rrr is the dynamic rolling radius of the rear wheel.

Irrω̇rr = Tw − FTrrr, (12)

ω̇rr =
v̇

rrr
, u =

itf
rrr

, itf = itif, µeff = efficiency parameter. (13)

Moreover, it is assumed that the rolling condition is valid. The gear ratio it, the final
drive ratio if, and the dynamic rear-wheel radius rrr are condensed into the coefficient
u. The rotational acceleration of the rear wheel ω̇rr can be derived from the rear-wheel
velocity v. Mechanical losses of the driveline are reduced to the efficiency parameter µeff,
see Equation (13). Finally, the traction force FT can be partitioned into two parts: the
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steady-state traction force and the losses of the traction force due to the driveline inertia,
as shown in Equation (14).

FT =
Tw − Irrω̇rr

rrr
= Teuµeff  

Steady–state

− (Ie + It +
If
i2t

+
Irr
i2tf

)u2  
Rotational mass

v̇. (14)

These losses are reduced to an equivalent rotational mass, which is multiplied by the
rear-wheel acceleration v̇ to obtain a force component. The validation of the traction force
FT is made within the wheel force validation in Section 3.4. In the case of acceleration,
the longitudinal rear-wheel force is the traction force.

3.3 Mass estimator

As mentioned in the introduction, estimation of the vehicle mass is particularly important
for motorcycles. The empty weight of two-wheeled vehicles is less compared to passenger
cars and thus the influence of the vehicle loading on customer loads increases. Further-
more, the vehicle mass is essential for the wheel force calculation. Several algorithms have
already been published. Rozyn and Zhang [14] measured the sprung mass response to
estimate the inertial parameters of the vehicle, which requires detailed knowledge about
the suspension stiffness and the damping characteristics. Lingman and Schmidtbauer [9]
used longitudinal vehicle dynamics and a KF that estimates both the road slope and
the vehicle mass. Fathy et al. [15] developed a recursive least-square model to estimate
the vehicle mass. This study uses an approach based on resistance forces and longit-
udinal dynamics for mass estimation, as Ritzen et al. [16–18] proposed for heavy-duty
vehicles. Figure 6 illustrates the longitudinal dynamics with external forces acting on
the motorcycle. The dynamic equation of motion can be solved for the vehicle mass m,
see Equations (15)–(17).

mv̇ = FT − FD − FS − FR, (15)

FD =
1

2
ρcxAv

2 = κv2, FS = mg sinα, FR = mgfr cosα, (16)

m =
FT − κv2

v̇ + g(sinα+ fr cosα)
. (17)

FD is the aerodynamic drag force and FT is the traction force acting on the rear
wheel, as derived in Equation (14). The aerodynamic coefficients were obtained from
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measurements in a wind tunnel of BMW. They are substituted by the single constant κ.
The slope resistance force FS depends on the road slope angle α, which is estimated with
the road slope estimator. The rolling resistance force FR is calculated with a constant
rolling resistance coefficient fr.

Since the input signals are affected by measurement noise as well as model uncertainties
from the road slope estimator and the driveline model, a direct calculation of the vehicle
mass is infeasible. For this reason, the estimation problem was formulated with the help
of an extended Kalman filter (EKF). The application of a linear KF is infeasible because
the process equations are nonlinear. The EKF can handle nonlinear stochastic difference
equations, such as Equations (18)–(19).

xk = f(xk−1,uk−1, qk−1), (18)

zk = h(xk, rk). (19)

Welch and Bishop [13] highlight that the EKF linearises around the current mean and
covariance and that the most interesting and successful applications have been solved
with EKFs. Jacobian matrices A, W, H, and N are required for the linearisation. The
basic operations for the EKF are the same as for the linear KF. To define the problem
in state-space representation, Equation (17) can be solved for the vehicle acceleration v̇,
see Equation (20).

v̇ =
(FT − κv2)

m
− g(sinα+ fr cosα). (20)

The state vector xm is defined by the velocity v and the reciprocal mass Θ, as shown in
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Equation (21). The subscript ‘m’ indicates that the state vector is formulated to estimate
the vehicle mass.

xm =

(
v

Θ

)
, Θ =

1

m
. (21)

The substitution of Θ = 1/m leads to a more robust formulation of the estimation
problem. The measurement vector zm ∈ Rem is defined by the measured velocity v.
Finally, the state-space representation is obtained, see Equations (22)–(24).

ẋm =

(
ΘΓ− gΛ

0

)
with (22)

Γ = FT − κv2, Λ = sinα+ fr cosα, (23)

zm = v. (24)

The explicit discrete time-invariant formulation of the problem can be derived with
the use of explicit Euler forward integration, see Equations (25)–(29), where s is the time
step size.

xm|k = f(xm|k−1,um|k−1, qm|k−1) =

(
vk−1 + s[Θk−1Γk−1 − gΛk−1]

Θk−1 + qm4|k−1

)
with (25)

Γk−1 = FT|k−1(1 + qm1|k−1)− κ(vk−1 + qm2|k−1)
2, (26)

Λk−1 = sin (αk−1 + qm3|k−1) + fr cos (αk−1 + qm3|k−1), (27)

um =

(
FT

α

)
, (28)

zm|k = h(xm|k, rm|k) =
[
1 0

]
  

Hm

(
vk

Θk

)
  
xm|k

+rm|k. (29)

While the process equations are nonlinear, the measurement equation remains linear.
The process noise qm is modelled as normally distributed white noise. The noise influ-
ence qm1 is modelled as a percentage amount of the traction force FT, since the model
uncertainties for the traction force increase with a higher engine torque. The unknown
wind speed is considered with the noise qm2 . Additionally, the noises qm3 and qm4 are
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added to the road slope angle α and the reciprocal vehicle mass Θ to consider model
uncertainties. The measurement noise rm is added to the measured velocity v. The
control input vector um comprises the traction force FT and the road slope angle α. The
Jacobian matrices Am, Wm, Hm, and Nm need to be derived to apply the EKF, see
Equations (30)–(34).

Am[i,j] =
∂f[i]

∂xm[j]
(xm|k−1,um|k−1, 0), Wm[i,j] =

∂f[i]

∂qm[j]
(xm|k−1,um|k−1, 0), (30)

Hm[i,j] =
∂h[i]

∂xm[j]
(xm|k, 0), Nm[i,j] =

∂h[i]

∂rm[j]
(xm|k, 0), (31)

Am =

[
1− 2κsvk−1Θk−1 sΓk−1

0 1

]
, (32)

Wm =

[
sΘk−1FT|k−1 −2sκΘk−1vk−1 −sg(cosαk−1 − fr sinαk−1) 0

0 0 0 1

]
, (33)

Hm =
[
1 0

]
, Nm = 1. (34)

The model assumes valid acceleration events that are suitable for the mass estimation.
Hence, a second on/off logic was formulated for the mass estimator. The restrictions
are designed to be strict to identify evaluable acceleration events, which makes the mass
estimation more robust. For this reason, the algorithm pauses during cornering of the
motorcycle. Additionally, the engine torque model is only valid for steady-state condi-
tions of the engine. For the mass estimation, this means that the traction force FT must
not change more than a given threshold. To sum up, the conditions to identify valid
acceleration events are as follows:

• Absolute value of the angular yaw rate is lower than a given threshold.
• Traction force is higher than a given threshold.
• Derivative of the traction force is lower than a given threshold.

The thresholds were evaluated empirically and as a consequence, they can differ for
other motorcycles and underlying models. If a condition is violated, the algorithm holds
the mass estimation until all conditions are true again. Despite these strict conditions,
the results can still vary for different acceleration events since several other influences
are not considered. Therefore, another linear filter was implemented to calculate the
running mean of the estimated mass. When the conditions are violated or no converged
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mass estimate is available, the last valid mass estimate is forwarded to the wheel force
calculation. The start value for the algorithm is defined as a standard mass with a normal
rider weight. Please note that these restrictions are valid for the mass estimator only.
Nevertheless, there is a continuous output of the mass estimate for the subsequent wheel
force calculation.

3.4 Wheel force calculation

A model-based wheel force calculation was developed, whereby the individual mechanical
effects are calculated for the particular rigid bodies. This modular approach makes
a subsequent composition of the wheel forces possible. The method is based on the
following assumptions: A motorcycle is modelled with three rigid bodies for sprung
mass, rear unsprung mass, and front unsprung mass, as Cossalter described in [19].
These models exist in a variety of publications, see e.g. [6, 10, 19, 20]. They differ in
complexity and degrees of freedom for their individual application. The sprung mass
comprises the frame, the engine, and the rider. Additionally, parts of the front and rear
suspension system are counted to the sprung mass. The sprung mass is lumped in the
centre of gravity (COG). The rear unsprung mass comprises the rear wheel, the rear
brake, and parts of the rear suspension. The front unsprung mass comprises the front
wheel, the front brake, and parts of the front suspension. Figure 7 shows the motorcycle
model together with the three rigid bodies and the global reference frame. Furthermore,
the main geometric dimensions are illustrated: wheelbase p, height of the COG hcog|0

and perpendicular distance lcog of the COG from the rear wheel Z-axis. The degrees
of freedom of the rigid bodies were formulated according to their equivalent onboard
sensor. This means that every degree of freedom is represented by a signal from the
onboard sensors. The sprung mass has the following four degrees of freedom:

• Displacement in X and Z.
• Roll motion around tyre contact patch line.
• Yaw motion around vehicles Z-axis.

The unsprung masses have one degree of freedom in vertical direction, while the wheels
can rotate around their axes. Steering and rotation of the handlebars are neglected,
because they are not yet part of the onboard signals. This means that every roll motion
acts on the three bodies with the same amount. The illustrated model considers no
springs or dampers, because they are not required for the modular approach. The wheel
forces are calculated from the measured responses of the particular rigid bodies, which
means displacements, velocities, and accelerations. These kinds of problems are defined
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Figure 7 – Motorcycle model with three rigid bodies.

Table 1 – Required onboard signals for the wheel force calculation.

Description Symbol Unit Filter type Source

Acceleration COG ax, az|raw m/s2 Low-pass IMU
Angular rates COG ωx, ωy, ωz s−1 Low-pass IMU
Velocity v m/s - ABS sensor
Angular wheel rates ωft, ωrr s−1 - ABS sensor
Brake pressure pft, prr N/m2 - ABS sensor
Spring deflection sft, srr m High-pass Suspension sensor
Road slope α ◦ - Road slope estimator
Mass m kg - Mass estimator
Traction force FT N - Engine & driveline model
Roll angle φ ◦ - Engine ECU

as inverse dynamic problems. Table 1 shows the required onboard signals for the wheel
force calculation.

As introduced in Section 2, the crossover frequency fc is used to filter the measured
accelerations to distinguish between forces acting on the sprung mass and forces gen-
erated by the unsprung mass excitation. This means that accelerations measured from
the sprung mass are low-pass filtered, whereas accelerations measured from the unsprung
masses are high-pass filtered with the crossover frequency fc. This differentiation guar-
antees that no excitation from the unsprung masses affects the force calculation of the
sprung mass and vice versa. As the geometric dimensions of the COG change during
banking of the motorcycle, they are defined as functions of the roll angle φ, see Equa-
tions (35)–(36). The out-of-plane component dcog describes the lateral distance from
COG to the X-Z-plane. The measured acceleration in Z is corrected for the same
reason, see Equation (37).
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Height of COG: hcog = hcog|0 cosφ, (35)

Depth of COG: dcog = hcog|0 sinφ, (36)

Acceleration COG in Z: az = az|raw cosφ. (37)

Dynamic equations of motion have been used to calculate the driving resistance forces
and the inertial forces from the measured onboard signals. For a modular formulation
of the final wheel force calculation, a subset of equations is derived, see Equations (38)–
(42). The centrifugal force can be derived from the equilibrium of moments around the
X-axis, see Equation (43).

Normal force: FN = maz cosα, (38)

Slope force: FS = maz sinα, (39)

Aerodynamic drag force: FD =
1

2
ρcxAv

2 = κv2, (40)

Inertial force in X: FI|X = max, (41)

Inertial moment around X: MRoll = Ixω̇x, (42)

Centrifugal force: FC = FN tanφ− MRoll

hcog
. (43)

The forces from unsprung mass excitation can be derived with the measured spring
deflections, see Equations (44)–(45).

Front unsprung mass force: Fun|ft = mun|fts̈ft, (44)

Rear unsprung mass force: Fun|rr = mun|rrs̈rr. (45)

The spring deflections are first high-pass filtered with the crossover frequency fc and
subsequently differentiated twice to obtain the unsprung mass acceleration s̈. The rolling
resistance forces depend on the vertical wheel forces and the rolling resistance coefficient
fr, see Equations (46)–(47).
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Rolling resistance force front: FR|ft = FZ|ftfr, (46)

Rolling resistance force rear: FR|rr = FZ|rrfr. (47)

The brake moments are calculated by multiplying the brake pressures p by a linear
brake coefficient c, which depends on the brake characteristics, e.g. quantity of brake
pistons and friction values, see Equations (48)–(49).

Brake moment of front wheel: MB|ft = cftpft, (48)

Brake moment of rear wheel: MB|rr = crrprr. (49)

Equilibrium of forces and moments is applied on the motorcycle model to obtain the
components of external wheel forces in Y and Z. The wheel forces in vertical direction
are calculated as follows:

FZ|ft =
FNlcog

p
− FShcog

p
− FDhcog

p
−

FI|Xhcog

p
+ Fun|ft cosφ, (50)

FZ|rr =
FN(p− lcog)

p  
Steady
state

+
FShcog

p  
Slope

resistance

+
FDhcog

p  
Aerodynamic

resistance

+
FI|Xhcog

p  
Inertial
force X

+Fun|rr cosφ  
Unsprung
masses

. (51)

The equations are not summarised to describe the particular components of the wheel
force calculation. The load distribution of the normal force FN affects both the front
and rear-wheel vertical force depending on the longitudinal location lcog of the COG
and the wheelbase p. The other resistance forces are added to the vertical wheel forces
depending on the height hcog of the COG. The resistance and inertia forces in negative
X direction lead to a decrease in the vertical front-wheel force and vice versa. The forces
from unsprung mass excitation are added depending on the roll angle φ. The centrifugal
force FC affects the lateral force components depending on the load distribution. Due
to banking of the motorcycle, the resistance forces act on the lateral force components
depending on the out of plane component dcog. The forces from unsprung mass excitation
are added, respectively. Equations (52)–(53) show the calculation of the lateral wheel-
force components.
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FY |ft =
FClcog

p
− FSdcog

p
− FDdcog

p
−

FI|Xdcog

p
+ Fun|ft sinφ, (52)

FY |rr =
FC(p− lcog)

p  
Centrifugal

force

+
FSdcog

p  
Slope

resistance

+
FDdcog

p  
Aerodynamic

resistance

+
FI|Xdcog

p  
Inertial
force X

+Fun|rr sinφ  
Unsprung
masses

. (53)

The longitudinal wheel forces are calculated by the rotational equations of motion, see
Equations (54)–(55). The traction force FT acting on the rear wheel is already derived
in Section 3.2 and the brake moments and the rolling resistance forces are added to
complete the rotational equations of motion.

FX|rr = FT −
MB|rr

rrr
− FR|rr, (54)

FX|ft = − Iftω̇ft

rft  
Wheel

dynamics

−
MB|ft

rft  
Brake
force

− FR|ft
Rolling

resistance

. (55)

3.5 Rainflow counting method

Rainflow counting of both external and internal loads is a standard practice in durab-
ility analysis, as described in [1, 21]. As it is based on the Masing memory rule, it is
a counting method with a direct relation to the physical background of the material
and fatigue damage assessment. The algorithm extracts hysteresis loops from the meas-
ured or simulated load signals and stores them in a rainflow matrix. There are different
standards for the rainflow counting method, e.g. ASTM Standard [22] and French AN-
FOR Standard [23]. In this paper, the four-point algorithm was implemented according
to Clormann and Seeger [24] to count the calculated wheel forces. Once the rainflow
matrices are collected, several other representations of hysteresis loops can be derived,
e.g. range-mean matrix or level crossing counting.
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Figure 8 – Flow chart of the customer load estimation model.

3.6 Whole model

Figure 8 shows the flow chart of the whole model to estimate the customer loads. In
summary, a preprocessor filters the measured onboard signals and calculates derivatives
for the following algorithms. A correction module ensures that no drifts and offsets oc-
cur. It also takes into account the fact that geometric and inertial parameters change
during time, e.g. the location of COG during banking of the motorcycle. Additionally,
the traction force is calculated based on the driveline model. Once the signals are pre-
pared, the road slope estimator computes the current road slope angle α with a linear
KF. The road slope is essential for the mass estimation and the wheel force calculation.
The road slope estimator has its own limitations, although it still provides a slope angle
for the following algorithms at any time, as described in Section 3.1. The mass estimator
calculates an estimate for the vehicle mass m based on valid acceleration events with
the help of an EKF. Once the vehicle mass value has converged, it is forwarded to the
wheel force calculation. In case the converged estimate of the vehicle mass is unavailable,
an initial mass for a full-fuelled motorcycle with a normal rider weight is provided, as
described in Section 3.3. Since the road slope estimator causes a delay, a signal buffer
was implemented to synchronise all of the input values for the wheel force calculation.
As the algorithm itself has no limitations, the wheel force calculation continuously com-
putes forces. The equations are valid under all driving conditions. Linear finite impulse
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response filters (FIR) were implemented. They are designed to have a linear phase delay,
which makes the synchronisation of all required signals feasible. Hamming [25] provides
further information about digital filters. Finally, the four-point algorithm counts the
calculated wheel forces with the rainflow method.

4 Validation

4.1 Validation of the road slope estimator

Test runs were performed with the reference motorcycle at the proving ground of BMW to
validate the road slope estimator. The proving ground has a track including artificial hills
with pre-defined road slopes, where the algorithm was validated at different velocities.
Figure 9 shows the results from two runs together with the associated road slopes of
the proving ground, which are α = 12%, −16%, 32% and −20%. The road slope
estimator works as expected at the proving ground. The vehicle speed shows only a slight
influence on the algorithm. A mountain track ride was performed for a validation of the
algorithm under real conditions with braking and cornering manoeuvres. GPS devices
were mounted on the motorcycle to measure the absolute altitude for the validation.
The mountain track was driven upwards and downwards to validate both positive and
negative slope angles. The estimated road slope was integrated over the travelled distance
to compare the calculated elevation profile with the GPS altitude, as shown in Figure 10.
The integration was made with the start value from the measured altitude to provide
the same height at the start. The results show a close coincidence between the estimated
and measured elevation profile. Since the mountain track is within a forest and thus the
GPS signal can be corrupted, the spikes in the GPS altitude signal are potentially caused
by noise and GPS errors.
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4.2 Validation of the mass estimator

A test ride with a change in the vehicle mass was carried out to validate the mass
estimator, based upon the following setup: the rider drives the motorcycle about 20 min,
before a passenger was added to the vehicle to analyse the convergence behaviour of the
algorithm. The results from this test ride are shown in Figure 11. The vehicle mass, the
driver mass, and the passenger mass were measured in advance. These true reference
weights are illustrated with solid lines (msolo = 330 kg and mpassenger = 424 kg). For
validation of the convergence behaviour of the algorithm, the start value was intentionally
set up to an incorrect value of m0 = 100 kg. The mass estimation converged after eight
min. The quality criterion for the mass estimator is to converge within the confidence
interval, which is defined to be ±5% of the true value. After 22 min, the passenger got
onto the motorcycle, which can be seen by the rise of the vehicle mass estimation. The
mass estimation converged within a few minutes and strongly depends on the quantity
of valid acceleration events. Several test rides were performed for empirical KF tuning.

4.3 Validation of the wheel force calculation

For validation of the calculated wheel forces, several test rides with wheel–load trans-
ducers have been accomplished. Different manoeuvres were analysed to evaluate the par-
ticular physical phenomena of the wheel force calculation. As described in Section 3.4,
four different phenomena affect the longitudinal wheel forces: traction force, brake force,
rolling resistance force, and inertial forces. All of these effects appear together in the test
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Figure 12 – Validation of the longitudinal wheel forces.

manoeuvre, as can be seen in Figure 12.
The comparison shows a manoeuvre with longitudinal wheel forces for both the front

and rear wheel during braking and accelerating. For the braking part, the rolling res-
istance force induces a small offset, while the brake force accounts for the main part of
the longitudinal front-wheel force FX|ft. This is overlaid by the rotational wheel dynam-
ics, which induces a high-frequency oscillation. For the acceleration part, the traction
force FT of the rear wheel is the main contributor to the longitudinal rear-wheel force
FX|rr. When accelerating, gear shifting disrupts the traction force, because opening of
the clutch decouples the engine from the rear wheel. Again, a high-frequency oscillation
from the rotational wheel dynamics is overlaid. To compare the calculated wheel forces
in vertical and lateral direction with the measurement, they need to be combined to a
resultant force FY Z in the Y -Z-plane. A coordinate transformation with the roll angle ϕ

is unsuitable in this case. This is because the measured wheel forces actually act at the
wheel hub, whereas the calculated wheel forces act between the road surface and the tyre.
For a validation of the algorithm, the forces are thus summarised to resultant forces, as
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Figure 13 – Validation of the resultant wheel forces in the Y -Z-plane.

shown in Figure 13 for the same manoeuvre. The load transfer induces a rise of the res-
ultant front-wheel force FY Z|ft during braking. The acceleration manoeuvre causes the
contrary and leads to a rise of the resultant rear-wheel force FY Z|rr. Besides the effect
of load transfer, the dynamics of the unsprung masses can be seen as a high-frequency
oscillation. Figure 14 shows an extract from t = 77 s − 80 s in further detail. The fre-
quency of the calculated wheel force oscillation generally coincides with the measured
wheel force oscillation. However, small deviations of the amplitudes exist. This is due to
the model assumptions and unaccounted effects. The comparison shows that the wheel
force calculation can reproduce the main physical phenomena. It is common practice to
compare the severity of the signals with counting methods, e.g. the rainflow counting
method. In order to achieve a diverse load profile, several test runs were linked together.

The rainflow counting algorithm first discretises the signal levels of the load in n

equidistant bins and subsequently counts the hysteresis loops and stores them in the
rainflow matrix. Figure 15 shows the comparison of the rainflow matrices from the
measured and the calculated resultant rear-wheel forces in the Y -Z-plane. The number
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Figure 15 – Rainflow matrices of the resultant rear-wheel forces in the Y -Z-plane.

of bins is chosen to n = 100. The axes represent the container number in which the
amplitude cycle starts (From) and ends (To). The colour represents the quantity of
counted cycles on a logarithmic scale. The rainflow matrices look similar in their form
and shape. This indicates that the magnitudes of the load oscillations are correct. The
comparison of the midpoints of the rainflow matrices also indicates that the mean values
coincides. A common practice in durability analysis is to reduce the effect of severity
to one comparable value, the so-called pseudo-damage number d [1]. The algorithm is
based on the Palmgren–Miner rule, which simply sums up the damage contributions of
all cycles, see Equation (56).
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Table 2 – Pseudo damage ratio.

Wheel force component dmes/dsim

FY Z|ft 0.9995
FY Z|rr 0.9708
FX|ft 1.0006
FX|rr 1.0187

d =
∑
i

Sβ
i (56)

The counted amplitudes S are exponentiated by β, which is the damage exponent. The
ratios of the pseudo-damage numbers for the different wheel force components are given
in Table 2. The ratios of the pseudo-damage numbers show that all of the simulated
wheel forces are within a confidence interval of ±5% of the measured wheel forces.

5 Summary and Conclusion

The objective of this research was to develop a system that reveals the unknown customer
loads of two-wheeled vehicles. The results show that a customer load estimation for
two-wheeled vehicles with onboard signals is possible. By combining the methods from
several studies, an independent and automated customer load acquisition system was
developed. This system comprises three main subsystems: the road slope estimator, the
mass estimator, and the wheel force calculation. To estimate the unknown road slope, a
linear KF was developed with an on/off logic. The algorithm was tested successfully at
a proving ground as well as on a mountain track. With the knowledge of the road slope,
one major resistance force was revealed.

An automated mass detection is essential for the wheel force calculation. For this
reason, an EKF was developed to estimate the vehicle mass. The algorithm is based
on longitudinal vehicle dynamics and takes acceleration events into account, which were
evaluated with an on/off logic. The algorithm was tested during several test rides and
under different loading configurations. The results show that the vehicle mass estimation
is possible within a confidence interval and that sudden changes in the vehicle mass are
considered after a few minutes. At the small scale, the knowledge of the vehicle mass
is important for the wheel force calculation and at the large scale the distribution gives
useful information for vehicle design and reliability targets.

The wheel force calculation was developed based on a superposition of forces derived
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from the particular physical effects. The degrees of freedom of the three rigid bodies
were chosen so that every relevant onboard signal could be used. All input signals for the
wheel force calculation are synchronised with a signal buffer. The wheel force calculation
computes continuous results and is valid under all operating conditions. The results
show that the model covers the previously measured wheel forces in both quality and
quantity. The integrated rainflow counting algorithm reduces the time history of the
loads to hysteresis cycles, which makes a comparison between the customer service loads
on the large scale possible. The developed wheel force calculation can be used to replace
classical wheel force measurements with wheel–load transducers. Extra measurement
equipment is no longer necessary and thus mounting time and material is saved. The
presented methods work with respect to the model restrictions and are valid under normal
operating conditions. Hence, this system is able to reveal operating loads. Infrequent
severe events often cause the most damage to the parts and thus further research is
planned to investigate the identification of special events with onboard signals.

Detailed knowledge of the customer load distribution provides information for product
design targets and can be analysed for different product segments and different regional
markets. Customer loads can be used for an incremental evolution of the design targets
of existing products. Another benefit is the comparison between product segments and a
transformation to new vehicle projects. Additionally, test rig loads can be derived from
the customer load distribution. In general, customer loads offer a variety of possibilities
throughout the automotive business.

Since no time and location stamps are collected, an implementation of the system is
assumed to be uncritical in terms of data protection. The data are collected anonymously
without personal relation. The customer distribution is treated statistically to derive
values such as quantiles, which do not correspond to specific customers.
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